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======================================================== Author: Alex B! Email: Alex.B! Web: License:
======================================================== Download Link:
======================================================== This Component is a freeware, it is distributed
as a Demo, free trial and free sample. If you like it, please report any bug or suggestion. Enjoy it! Over the years, we've been
informed that a long time ago, we had a feature in Delphi that let you see the rest of the line or words in a control. We were told
that this feature got lost somewhere and we decided to bring it back. The feature is called "ALineBreak", to see it, you may go
to the properties of a TCustomEdit and select the AlineBreak property and you'll see the changes. k-Tec's QuickTile is a free
component, it is a FreeTile control but with a much easier interface. The component allows you to draw all kinds of graphic
objects, like it was designed for graphic designers, to help them. Features:
======================================================== Drawing canvas Possible changes (all properties
can be changed) Random strokes or alphanumeric character Coordinates Image (or any other control as background)
Rectangular area Gui2Project is a new component, it is part of our new DCU: Gui2Project. Its purpose is to wrap all the
controls available in the MS Windows Explorer to show them in the TWebBrowser. Features:
======================================================== Built-in WAP functions All standard
components in the component palette Create a component from the "New > Component" menu Import and export a component
project TProgressBar is a simple, versatile and fast component. It allows to display real-time progress, count in percent, etc.
Properties ======================================================== Size Value Format Background
Background color Direction Border Margins TProgressBar is a simple, versatile and fast component. It allows to display real-
time progress, count in percent, etc. All standard properties are included: Size Value Format Background Background color
Direction Border Margins TMenuItem is a drop-down menu. It is a simple component that represents a MenuButton. All
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#TPB_#MyDrumColor#_Fuchsia#TPB_#MyDrumColor#_Silver#TPB_#MyDrumColor#_Teal#TPB_#MyDrumColor#_Transp
arent #TPB_#MyDrumColor#_Default (see color definition) #TPB_#MyDrumColor#_Automatic (defult is your selected color)
1) 64bit: 2) 32bit: 3) The COM server should have the same advanced type library as the form. The.NET Data Types are used.
4) The COM server should run in the same version of Delphi as the form. 5) The component can be uninstalled in the
uninstaller. 6) The default drawing color is Fuchsia. You can select between 6 different colors. Default is "#A0A0A0" The
wheel was started as a task, then it was moved to a modal dialog in VCL to save time. The dialog button position is fixed, but it
can be changed by setting its Owner property. The application will start the wheel animation after the user click OK in the
modal dialog. The animation will be stopped, if you close the dialog. Animation duration can be controlled with "Value"
property. Library is a TMemo-like control (the same as VCL's TMemo) for Delphi. TMLineEdit is completely based on
TMemo, but uses a different editor widget, including color/style setting. Library has a common editor to edit multi-line text.
2.1.4.6 1) TMLineEdit changed to use edit value, instead of editing font or color 2) TMLineEdit can be used as a control to edit
multiple lines text, when "Freeform Editing" is set to "Disabled". 3) "Freeform Editing" can be set via "EditingStyle" property.
1.1.1.0 Allow to use the Ctrl+Up/Down arrow keys to edit multiline text. You can set freeform editing via "EditingStyle"
property. TMLineEdit is similar to TMemo, but uses a different editor widget. 2.1.1.4 77a5ca646e
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TProgressDrum is a virtual drum used to change the progressbar to the right to the selected value. It can be used both in progress
bars (Numeric) or also in progress charts. If you change its color or background, the bar will be changed to reflect the changed
color and background. There are many applications using TProgressDrum for their progressbars like : * downloadfiles *
Transfert files * Audio transormation * speed of reading ...and much more TProgressDrum is pure 100% Delphi VCL
Component, it is like TProgressBar plus an animated moveable drum. All standard properties and methods are included. You
may select the Drawing color over the metallic silver background. The default color is clFuchsia. You can use the lighter colors
in order to get more light. TProgressDrum Description: TProgressDrum is a virtual drum used to change the progressbar to the
right to the selected value. It can be used both in progress bars (Numeric) or also in progress charts. If you change its color or
background, the bar will be changed to reflect the changed color and background. There are many applications using
TProgressDrum for their progressbars like : * downloadfiles * Transfert files * Audio transormation * speed of reading ...and
much more TChckBoxVCL is a.NET-class for use with Delphi. It is a very fast and easy to use checkbox control. It has no
flicker and one of the best support for drawing. You can use it in VCL and MFC. TChckBoxVCL Description: TChckBoxVCL
is a.NET-class for use with Delphi. It is a very fast and easy to use checkbox control. It has no flicker and one of the best
support for drawing. You can use it in VCL and MFC. TChckBoxVCL is a.NET-class for use with Delphi. It is a very fast and
easy to use checkbox control. It has no flicker and one of the best support for drawing. You can use it in VCL and MFC.
TChckBoxVCL Description: TChckBoxVCL is a.NET-class for use with Delphi. It is a very fast and easy to use checkbox
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System Requirements:

* Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10 * 2 GB of RAM * 35.5 GB of free disk space (Windows) * Latest version of Adobe
AIR 1.0.0.5 * 1.0.0.5 of Flash Player for PC or MAC * Latest version of Google Chrome * Latest version of Mozilla Firefox
Minimum Specifications: * Windows XP or Windows Vista * 1 GB of RAM * 10 GB of free disk space (Windows) *
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